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QUESTION 1

Which three actions are facilitated through the Reconciliation Summary Report? (Choose three.) 

A. drilldown to see reconciliation details and to make reconciling corrections 

B. drilldown on the difference amounts to see specific reconciling items and the potential cause of the out-of-balance
condition 

C. drilldown from any of the summarized Receivables and Accounting amounts to see detailed activity 

D. drilldown to see details of unaccounted revenue transactions not transferred and posted to the General Ledger 

E. drilldown to view data and use standard Excel functions such as sum, find, sort, and filtering without actually
downloading to Excel 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 2

After reviewing an incomplete invoice, the Billing Manager clicks the Complete button in the Transactions window. 

What are three results of this action? (Choose three.) 

A. Payment schedules are created using the payment terms specified. 

B. The invoice issent for a dunning follow-up. 

C. The invoice can now be printed. 

D. The invoice is eligible for transfer to the General Ledger. 

E. The invoice is included in the standard aging and collection process if the transaction type has the Open Receivables
optionset to No. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are defining a new receipt class to process manual customer payments and plan to use reconciliation accounting in
Cash Management. Which two clearance methods enable you to match and clear transactions in Cash Management?
(Choose two.) 

A. byfactoring 

B. by Conformation 

C. by Automatic Clearing 

D. Directly 
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E. by matching 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13483/T359831T359834.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

Each time that you run AutoInvoice, the process generates a list of records that fail validation. Which two ways allow
you to display AutoInvoice errors in an Excel workbook? (Choose two.) 

A. using the Incomplete Infotile 

B. using the Manage AutoInvoice Lines task 

C. using the Manage Transactions task 

D. using the Import Exceptions Infotile 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference:https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/financials/20b/faofc/manage-customer-billing.html#FAOFC1479532 

 

QUESTION 5

The process of remitting receipts to a bank results in fund transfer errors. 

Identify three corrective actions to resolve this. (Choose three.) 

A. receipt reversal 

B. clearing payment information 

C. credit reversal 

D. debit memo reversal 

E. change of instrument 

Correct Answer: ABE 
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